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(Untitled) 

Free-Write 2010 

 

writer's block gone 

stone aside i have risen 

dead once, decay forgotten 

inspiration shadowed blackened 

blood spilled ink flows 

i've returned rebirth greatness 

burning strong shone star 

pen and pad tell i am 

new life a breath untamed 

stand back i wreck genius 

none alike truly unique 

never again shall i end 

i am poem i am prose 

i am lyric i am syllable 

i am line i am word 

 

literature flows intense 

mine blood 

the same 

never again will i allow 

dousing of flame 

never again will a soul shred my page 

end my flow cease the preach 

kill the teach burn the sheet 

iambic pentameter 

i am sonnet i am song 

i am hymn i am spirit 

i am rhythm i am vengeance 

 

freely fly wings spread 

brain smile spirit free 

motif i am 

protagonist i am 

antagonist i am 

beginning end, i am 

villain hero battle again 

legend speak love i gain 

angel shout second chance 

demons shrill me they lost 

licentious with word 

coveted with rhyme 

sound abound resound 

adorned voice 

 

i am i am 

alliteration 

i am i am 

recurring 

i am i am 

repetition 

i am i am 

i am i am 

literary word yes 

my life endure eternal
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Too Much 

Lyrics 2002 

Slim D featuring T-Money and KtaCey (Matt Terrence and Centauri)  

It’s just too much for me the world and its pain  

And I just can’t stand all the falling rain  

So just let me be so I can be free  

From all this hate that consumes me  

Cause it’s not my fate to fall to all this hurt  

That drives me insane 

 

Things are getting hectic I didn’t expect it  

Girls I can’t trust ‘em my friends can’t lean on  

To comfort my sorrow I’m all on my own now  

And it’s getting scary I’ll be leaving the city  

That I grew up in my jobs I can’t take  

My back’s gonna break from all of the pressure  

That’s been built over time I just really don’t know  

What has been keeping me sane keeping me from snappin’ in half  

Going bezerk and losing my mind  

I keep telling myself though if I hold my head high  

Everything will work out each day gets harder though  

I promised myself it will get better though  

And we all know nothing good ever comes easy  

And no I’m not sleazy it’s just getting breezy  

Feeling that hard rain breeze now wind  

Built up a tornado but why should I care  

I don’t give a damn don’t even comb my hair  

And the toughest lesson I ever learned  

Is life isn’t fair and most people don’t even care  

So all I can do is hope for tomorrow  

Tomorrow is just like today though memories and fantasies conflict 

 

All the things I’ve done all the people I helped  

It makes me feel so good deep down in myself  

Needless to say I’m very friendly but sad to say 

In this day and age my strength be a flaw  

People be using me thinking cuz I’m nice I’ll just blow it off  

But these kinds of things just piss me off  

It’s just too much for me all the pain darkness inside growing 

What I’ve learned from my past  

Is I needed to snap back At those who just laughed  

And thought I was playin’ now it wouldn’t be funny  

If I got a little rowdy violent did what I wanna on occasion 

Take you down pick up a brick and bust a hater’s head  

Throw ‘em down the stairs then its over 

No more beef no mo’ hating no mo’ pain  

It’s getting too much overflowing so hell raising  

Now these damn girls I cannot understand  

It’s like they really wanna hold my hand  

The next day she dumps me and I don’t understand  

If I could I’d slam dunk her ass like Elton Brand  

But I can’t not as long as I’m a real man 

 

I fell in love too easily and that’s my fault  

But playing me like you do just makes me wanna snap 

All girls do is lie and each time it gets worse  

And I tried to trust again and open myself up again  

Just to get burned again some things never change  

So I’m gonna take a break from the game and rediscover myself 

And then one day I will gain the world and understand it all  

But until then I won’t ever hesitate 

To call out to the one who will give me it all 

And I know with Him I will never fall  

So LORD take the pain and stop this falling rain  

I need to get away cause the pain is too much for me now
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Movie Review: It’s Just High School 

Writing and Film 2002 

Election 

 

 Sex, assertiveness, greed, money, sexual confusion, hatred, power, popularity, ambition, and more 

sex; all the stuff high school is made of. A concept the movie Election exploited well. The stuff that was left 

out of the plot could have destroyed the movie, but the characterizations by the actors made the movie 

worthy of an academy award. 

 At first the plot was a problem for me because I feel that the writer of the script over emphasized 

the election at the high school, mainly because it was nothing like that at my school. The writer made the 

high school presidential elections a little too serious; almost as if the candidates were running for office for 

the United States presidency. The secretive polls, locked box of votes, and even the advertisements by the 

students was the most unrealistic thing for me; I had never seen a high school take the class elections so 

serious. It seemed that all the trouble of the plot revolved around the election, yet in my high school it is 

really not that big of a deal; it is just a way to make college resumes look better. The movie also lost two 

very important concepts of high school, alcohol and drugs. It is sad to say, but high school is huge around 

drugs and alcohol; if the director wanted a more realistic movie these things should not have been left out. 

I was ready to be bored and unsatisfied with the movie because of these things 

 Because of this the movie was on its way to a failing grade for me, until I realized the great acting 

from Matthew Broderick as Mr. McAllister and Reese Witherspoon as Tracy Flick; these characterizations 

saved the movie and I ended up really enjoyed viewing this adult comedy. The way these beautiful and 

talented actors portrayed their characters in the movie was incredible; with their persona added to their 

characters was the greatest effect in the movie. I have always been a fan of Matthew's acting abilities; the 

way he pauses in between sentences and his strange facial expressions, have always hooked me in his 

movies, even if the plot needed work. It was the first time, however, that I have ever seen Matthew in such 

a strong sexual and adult role, and it almost seems like since I saw this movie, I have seen him in a few 

other sexual movies. Since I saw Ferris Bueller's Day Off, I have loved Matthew Broderick's performance in 

the movies. From War Games and Project X to Godzilla and Election, Matthew Broderick has yet to fail in his 

ability to make us, as viewers, laugh. Again Broderick pulls this off, portraying as a troubled teacher. 

 Broderick's character had many problems and his facial expressions really brought the character to 

life for me. The character's marriage, teaching ability, and even his friendship was only half the problem; 

Reese's character, Tracy Flick, was his main issue at the school, and even at home, as he dreamed of her 

while being intimate with his wife. 
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 Reese is a very beautiful and innocent looking person, but she really shocked me in this movie, 

portraying a very confused and evil senior high school presidential candidate. There were several scenes in 

the movie I could have swore that she would have killed someone. Also, the way Tracy nearly charged 

Tammy, another presidential candidate, when "confessing" to vandalism, really showed how disturbed she 

really was. She is either a really great actress or she had anger issues she let loose in the movie. Either 

way, Reese brought the movie laughter and flavor, which was needed to keep the movie interesting. Her 

crazy and evil looks that she gave throughout the movie showed me another side of her that I never knew 

she had. I really saw Reese as the beautiful, talented actress she was. She is one of the most greatest and 

talented actresses in the business; she always brings an award winning performance to the roles she plays. 

Adding Matthew Broderick to the cast, with his hilarious persona, saved the movie. 

 The director knew that he had to make this movie as believable as possible if he wanted to reach 

the teen audience, but leaving out drugs and alcohol he almost failed. However, the director was saved 

when he added several groups of real high school students in a real high school; and also the stars of the 

movie, Reese Witherspoon and Matthew Broderick. Overall I really enjoyed the movie and I give it a "B" for 

the performances and brief realism. 

 

 

 

Wish I Knew 

College Literature Upward Bound 2001 

 

Who am I? 

 

I search former homework assignments 

Wonder through the pictures from yester-year 

Search the shadows of grandmother’s mind 

Gaze in the void of time dream of answers, 

And still find nothing. 

 

There is no assurance there are only theories 

No true facts only assumptions on my history 

I ask and I question, 

And still find nothing. 

 

No one can give me a straight answer 

The only reality that could be thought of 

My ancestors were slaves 

Stolen from a village in Nigeria, 

Not even that could be proven. 

 

The secrets are lost much of my past forgotten 

No one knows anymore; 

Many stories are hidden 

Now they even say I have Chinese in me, 

Not even that could be proven. 

 

Where is my past? I do not know 

I wish I did. 

 

Who am I? 

I wish I knew
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What It Has Been For Me 

Ethnic Studies Final 2002 

 

 I initially took the Ethnic Studies course because I was requested too. I never knew I would learn 

as much as I have. Sometimes it is hard to describe what I feel about a certain subject or person, but I 

know where my confusion or mixed feelings now stand. 

 No matter what, when a person says they are not being stereotypical it is nothing short of the 

truth, it is a lie. Stereotypes are part of who we are as a people and it is sad. We have all grown up around 

them and we live with them every day. We might not realize or like it, but it is true. It is part of our nature. 

Personally, I never took heed to the idea I was buying into stereotypes whenever I was joked around, but I 

have. The reason being is because there are some stereotypes that have a different meaning for today’s 

generation and I never knew the past for it. 

 All black men are supposedly blessed with huge genitals. I have been heard making a joke about 

it. But I never knew where the saying came from. This horrible stereotype came into existence after slavery 

supposedly ended. The white men of the country wanted the ladies to fear the “free Negro” so they told 

America’s fathers and wives and daughters that the Negro men have uncommonly huge penises and they 

were always horny. It was a warning to all white females of the nation. It is nothing to be proud of. I never 

knew when I joked around with that topic I was actually putting myself down. Also, I was putting an entire 

race down when I messed around with my friends making up crazing Indian chants. 

 The chants are nothing to laugh at; they are sacred. They’re used in religious ceremonies, births, 

and deaths, almost anything. The chants were actually words being sung in the Indians native tongue, but 

now we use them to mock the Native American or to paint a picture of what they use to be all about. All 

these painful slurs have changed, even the more recent of them. 

 Roughly half a century ago, during the world wars, the term Jewish princess was created. The term 

has changed meaning dramatically today. It was a derogative slur, meaning a stuck up, rich, Jewish girl: 

almost equal to the word bitch today, in the Jewish culture. However, now the term “Jewish Princess” is 

held as a respectful remark. Today’s jokes and generous remarks are yesterday’s hateful stereotypes and 

evil slurs. That is why stereotypes are damaging. 

 It is dangerous to re-create the meaning of a word or phrase or term. It is wrong trying to combine 

something good with something mean and spiteful. Stereotypes are misleading and racism has given aid to 

people who abuse them. 

 It is hard for me to explain exactly what affirmative action is. It is a law or right that is used every 

day to further people in society. In the beginning when it was created, it was supposedly for a good cause. 
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It was suppose to help minorities, mainly blacks in the beginning, get equal rights. Rights we should have 

had to begin with. Back in the day it helped minorities get better jobs in the work place and helped people 

feel like they were treated equal. In modern day it is not used this way. 

 The whole purpose for affirmative action has taken a 180 degree turn. People are using affirmative 

action to get jobs they do not deserve and money they did not earn. Sadly, it is minorities mainly. There are 

some who keep talking about inequality in the work place and shouting “wolf” whenever they can. People 

use affirmative action to, in a way, blackmail other people to get what they want. It makes minorities look 

sad and lazy, taking the fact the “if one does this, all of them do it” attitude. Truth is; we are not all alike. 

 We all come from a diverse background, different regions of the world, and multiple of 

upbringings. That is the same within each race. All blacks are different, all whites, and so on, even Asians. 

They have their classifications too. 

 There are the “black Asians,” Asians usually found in fields or working in factories. These darker 

Asians are the Cambodian, Vietnamese and several other Southern (Pacific) Asians. The “white Asians,” are 

those who are found in the mountain regions and in the flat lands. The Chinese, Hmong, and Japanese are 

part of these groups. During World War II Japanese Americans were harassed in the U.S.A., because of 

Pearl Harbor. Just because they came from a Japanese ancestry, they were mistreated. They were blamed 

for Pearl Harbor because each one was thought to be a spy for the Japanese Military. The trust for these 

people was very little. During the Vietnam War we were against South Vietnamese, the Vietcong, yet 

because of similarities and ignorance many Laos, Hmong, and other Southern Asian groups, were tormented 

by Americans who saw the Vietnam War as their fault. They fled their countries because they were 

persecuted and arrived in the United States to be free, just to find they were back in the thick of things. The 

Jewish people are another people who left one home of persecution to another, believing it would be better. 

 During World War II the Jewish people were almost totally terminated. It is said it was the worst 

genocide of a people of all time. Millions and millions of people were murdered. Because of this genocide a 

great war began. All the world was involved, one way or another, contrary to popular belief. A country or a 

person cannot just sit back at not be involved, at least emotionally, when an entire race of people are 

murdered for no reason. When the war was finally over, the Jewish people still suffered. They returned to 

homes where they were not welcomed. The people who were there thought and hoped they were dead. 

They were seen as a burden on the communities' economic, spiritual, and social growth. For some strange 

reason they began to be blamed by "everyone" for the war. They were mistreated wherever they went 

because the community would need to help the people physically, mentally, and socially. They had been 

away from civilization so long and would be too hard to pull them back in. This is what people believed.  

I still do not understand why they were blamed. 

 True, they choose to be Jewish, but they never asked to be executed or hated. They should have 

never been the one's to blame for another person's ignorance and shameful, pitiful hatred. I believe they 

were hated because people feared them. The Jews had been through some of the most traumatizing events 
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in history and people did not know how to react. They could not comprehend how to deal with the mental 

aspect of things. So they reacted the best way they knew how, more hatred. Throughout all the hatred 

though, the Jewish population stayed together. It was all they had, each other. Sadly, you cannot say this 

about all the races. 

 In the black communities it has gotten real sad. Always the idea of "I have to look out for number 

one, me." In the black communities we are always competing. We have to be better than our neighbor. We 

have to get to the top first and keep the others down. We do not want the challenge once we are in the 

"high" position in life. Families can't even stick together. We, as black people always try to find ways to keep 

ourselves down. "The white man won't let me exceed. The career field is full of a bunch of racists. I need 

welfare." It is no laughing matter, but it is funny that we come up with so many excuses so we can take the 

easy way out. 

 Black people are always trying to find a tangent to hard work it seems. There are some people who 

even say that they get on welfare just because they believe that the country owes them for slavery. They 

were never part of the struggle but they need to be paid for it. We need to let that go. That is why we have 

so many people hating us now anyway. People ask, “How long does it take to pay off something that never 

actually happened to that person?” In all the racial talk we scream, we are even racist amongst ourselves. 

 When a black child receives good grades, talks properly, or get a nice paying job, without working 

in the entertainment field, we are acting white. However, when a person walks around with their pants 

down past their knees, or they run with gangs they are being ghetto or acting black. First of all, a ghetto is 

a Jewish concentration camp. Secondly, why do we have to associate intelligence, properness, and other 

good characteristics to being white while associating all the evil, thuggish, and bad qualities with being a 

black person? Because of these feelings we kill each other. 

 Racist groups like Klu Klux Klan do not have to worry about killing us because we do it ourselves. 

We are so quick to hate each other and it is sickening. We need to stop all the hate and just love one 

another. Before we can go forth in the world as a people, we need to come together and stop the hate. 

However we do not want to get too close where it becomes dangerous. Native Americans are still hanging 

on to the past, too. However, they are not dealing with it well. 

 They keep everything on the reservation. If a member of the community gets sick, they do not go 

to the doctor, so everyone becomes ill. Alcoholism, drug abuse, and etc all plague the reservations. So does 

greed. For the reservations that are involved with casinos, the teenagers drop out of school and buy 

expensive material things they really do not need. The whole system is set up where money is deposited 

into the accounts of the children, so when they get older they could care for themselves. The plan 

backfired. Because of the vast amount of money, kids think they are taken care of for the rest of their lives. 

It could be true but they would have nothing to fall back on if the money ever runs out. However, the 

reservations that do not participate in the casino business are plagued with violence, illiteracy, and different 
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kinds of abuse, mainly alcohol. There is nothing much for them to do, because of the sheltered life they live. 

These two major differences prove that all Native Americans are not alike. Neither are Hispanics or Whites. 

 There are many sub-races for these two groups of people. For the Hispanic you have: Caribbean 

(Cuban, Puerto Rican, etc), Spaniard, Mexican, and the South American variety of Latinos. While for the 

white people you have: British, Irish, Italian, Swedish, and etc. To assume that they are all the same is a 

huge stereotype that needs to be corrected. They have every right to be angry when a person tells them 

they are the same. 

 Not every Latino is an illegal, non English-speaking immigrant from Mexico. Many Hispanic speak 

English better than some Americans. In these days to be Mexican is somewhat a putdown to a Latino 

because Mexicans are believed to be lazy, rude to women, and dirty. With these sort of vicious stereotypes 

implanted in a person's mind, who would want to be called a Mexican or "grease back"? 

 Not every white person is rich and well off. Assuming that all white people are rich and live in huge 

mansions is incredibly wrong. If that was the case, how can you explain that half of welfare recipients are 

white people? 

 Differences in these cultures are vivid, only if we take the time to take a look; food, music, dance, 

song, etc. All sorts of different kinds of art, food and music especially show the differences. 

 Different cultures cook food differently and eat a variety of dishes. An immense variety of spices go 

into different "traditional" dishes. The dishes that people have prepared in the past have created 

stereotypes, like “Chinese people eat dog”. Chinese are not the only people who eat dog. Several Asian 

groups eat dog and not all the time, only in certain special celebrations. The dog would only be eaten if its 

master, a family member, would die. It is a way for the family member to be remembered and to always be 

a part of the family left behind. Tacos, burritos, and enchiladas are all part of the Mexican dishes. Not 

Puerto Rican or Cuban, only a Mexican tradition. And black people are known for cooking up a storm of 

catfish, collard greens, and chitterlings. 

 We eat what we do because of our history and the region where we live. Blacks, during the slavery 

years, were seen as inferior to white people so feeding them was as important as feeding the stock. They 

received the leftovers of what the white people did not want. The leftovers of a pig (the feet, snout, hoof, 

tail, intestine, and etc) were not appetizing for white people. Who better to give it to than the slaves? 

However, the food was appealing to the slaves after a while, so it became part of the black culture. Culinary 

dishes are not the only aspect you could look at to find variations in cultures. 

 Music is so different for each race or ethnic group also. For the black culture, one relates to rap, 

hip-hop, rhythm & blues, jazz, and the great gospel style of music. The sound of Latino music and the 

dances are nothing like the dances of the Hmong or Vietnamese cultures. Each culture has its very own 

unique way of expressing itself through the people and art and body. Songs, music, and traditional folk 

dances are different for every culture. When you hear a certain sound or taste a certain dish, you can find 

its roots within a culture. Each tells a story or a piece of history not known before. 
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 That is what I know now, in a nutshell. It would take up so much more paper and time to explain 

or inform on what I have learned in the Ethnic Studies course. The Ethnic Studies course has opened my 

eyes to the true reality. I enjoyed the class very much. I am thankful for the awakening.

 

 

 

Ghazal of Soul 

Intermediate Creative Writing 2005 

 

heart from heaven of melancholy 

that calls to my weary soul 

 

i hear your plea of desire 

that craves a passion-burning soul. 

 

tangled amongst mere mortals 

on quest of trueness for wandering soul 

 

i do see innocence in round hazel gaze 

that burns compassion within my soul. 

 

creamy soft ageless perfection 

now flawed amongst my twisted soul 

 

your life dismal unchanging 

has burned love within Centauri's soul.

 

 

 

Hollywood Comedy: Authentic Romance is Witty 

Writing and Film 2002 

Bring Up Baby 

 

 If you are tired of gross-out comedies and not so intriguing parodies, but still looking for a laugh in 

a film, then sit back relax and enjoy the film Bringing Up Baby, starring Audrey Hepburn as an off-beat rich 

girl and Cary Grant (his debut film) as a museum zoologist and target of Hepburn’s infatuation. One of the 

earliest screwball romantic comedies, and probably one of the best in my opinion, the film is filled with zany 

incidents, potential romance, and slapstick styled accidents. 

 The basis for many romantic comedies seems to have a woman that drives a man crazy as a 

romantic relationship is pursued. Also, often times the relationship is only pursued from one side. These two 

elements are the catalyst for the film Bringing Up Baby. From the opening of the film, Hepburn’s character 

Susan is exposed as a bumbling non-caring rich girl while Grant’s character David is exposed as a shy quiet 

and needful gentleman. Off the bat, the audience can see that these two characters are going to have some 

trouble relating which will end up in disaster or more likely love. David even claims that his day gets worse 

and worse each time he happens to run into Susan. 
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 Susan starts driving David mad at the beginning of the film after taking his golf ball and using it to 

finish her game. As David takes a break from his golf-meeting to try and recapture his ball he spots Susan 

in his vehicle, attempting to leave the golf course. As he tries to stop her from taking it she continually 

scrapes it against the cars around her in the attempt of leaving the parking space. The whole time she 

seems to have a slight grin on her face as she says to David that he is the one bothering her and not the 

other way around. Both David and Susan leave the golf course with David riding shot gun, on the outside of 

his vehicle. The scene carries over into the next setting showing Susan at a bar in a hotel restaurant trying 

to do an olive trick which coincidentally slips from her grasp finding itself directly in the path of David, who 

just happens to be at the same restaurant for another occasion. Within the long take of the restaurant 

scene, several screwball mixed-up coincidental incidents occur, causing Susan and David to leave together. 

After only watching the first two or three scenes of the film it seems that fate wishes for Susan and David to 

be together, and in a small way, I too hope for their joining. 

 After that the film simply spirals out of destined-control chaos where incident after incident lead 

Susan and David closer and closer, even though David denies having any loving feelings toward Susan. By 

watching the film, as David continues to aid Susan in her crazy antics, the audience believes that David is 

dishonest with himself about having genuine feelings for Susan. This is where the genius of the film lies, 

making it better than most romantic comedies now produced. 

 What makes Bringing Up Baby better than many of the romantic comedies of today is that the 

realization of David’s love for Susan seems more realistic. David does not realize his passion for Susan 

halfway through the film and tries to deny it for the remainder of it, having it build and build until one last 

outlandish coincidence that could tear Susan and him apart, but rather he accepts it near the conclusion of 

the film when it seems that he has nothing left and it seems that he may never see Susan ever again. 

Everything that happened so fast and in such a short time when David and Susan were together could easily 

explain why David failed to realize how much he cared for Susan. It seems more reasonable that he will 

realize how much fun and loving their relationship truly was when his life returned to the slow pace of 

almost nothing. 

 Finally, what ties it all together as a romantic comedy is the happy ending: Susan arriving in the 

museum, after a great deal of time and separation, causing one last folly that would finally bring David and 

her together at last; it is the affirmation of life and love. The audience watches as the actors take time and 

time again to make fools of themselves for over an hour and a half. To fully grasp the enjoyment of 

watching one of the first screwball comedies in Hollywood film history you must rent it and simply watch. In 

conclusion, I give Bringing Up Baby 4 out of 5 stars as a romantic comedy, and 3 out of 5 stars as an all 

around pleasant film to watch and enjoy. 
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Steadfast 

Free-write 2010 

 

I stand on guard, 

so that the future holds no tears. 

Fortified is my stance, 

so disappointment breaks not my hope. 

Stern my disposition, 

so pain hinders not my faith. 

 

I am rooted and resolved in preparation 

no matter the quest of life I tread. 

 

Alas, the last is a fable told to fool denying 

for I know truth overwhelming, 

my heart shatters if compassion denied. 

 

Engulfed in potent passion 

I tread feverishly amongst wild waves. 

The risk I take freely 

for the heart dictates my guide. 

Lessons learned I do heed 

but to love now I cherish indeed. 

 

To the bottom I sink willingly 

swallowing every slain breath, 

or afloat I stay ceaselessly 

for genuine ardor denies me not.

 

 

 

One Night Passion 

Edited Free-Write 2005 (Erotic Role-Play Tale) 

 

 I am not a man of great relationships. Even though I have been on hundreds of dates with many different 

women, I have rarely felt anything special. A sappy story huh? I know. But hey, don’t get it twisted. I’m no player or 

womanizer. I love women, all women. 

 I find it hard to not love them. I find them all beautiful, each in their own way. This love for women has led 

to many interesting incidents. Most of them I have already told. I am not a man-whore. I do not sleep with every 

date. I am simply a Casanova. In fact, that is how you know me, I am Casanova Black. 

 There was one particular incident that I do recall in which I found myself totally infatuated with a young 

lady. The night had started like any other: me waiting for my friends at a pre-designated restaurant. However, as I 

waited, things turned for the better… 

 

 I arrive to the Olive Garden around 7pm and inform the hostess I am waiting for five others. She says I can 

wait at the bar. As I search for a seat I notice this gorgeous woman, wearing a long black skirt and beautiful lime silk 

blouse, sipping a chilled lemon Schmirnoff. I smell her alluring perfume as soon as I see her. Her back is toward me 
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and she seems distracted by her thoughts as the frisk fruity-alcohol passes her tiny yet full lips. She grips my intrigue 

almost immediately. 

 Suddenly, something flows over my body which finds me walking up behind her and placing my hands on 

her shoulders firmly. There is no fearful reaction or startled reciprocation as I work without delay. Slowly, I begin to 

massage her shoulders as I whisper my name into her ear. She grins at the absurdity of truth and says "I don't know 

you sir, but that does feel good." 

 I snicker, "Well, I don't usually just walk up to ladies and start massaging them, but you looked so stressed. 

I thought you might need one. I couldn't help it." 

 I am fairly positive that we are the only patrons sitting at the bar, hell, even in the whole restaurant. That 

makes things far more comfortable for us both. So I continue to massage her shoulders for a while before my hands 

do the unexpected. They fall effortlessly down the gorgeous lady’s blouse and manipulate her into wanting me, just 

as much as I want her. 

 She turns around quickly almost snarling, "And what do you think you are doing?" 

 With unknown confidence I quietly reply, "I don't know. I just couldn't help myself." She just smiles at me 

and swivels the barstool back around. I lean in, flirting with her earlobe, whispering, "Want to eat dinner with me?" 

 She quietly says, "I was waiting here for a few of my girls, and they…" 

 Interrupting, "Saying was implies you are interested. I’ll cancel my plans and make one for just the two of 

us. Hopefully you can cancel your ladies-night." She only grins. 

 Right away I return to the hostess counter and inform her of the change. I get a table for two instead of 

one for six. In no time the beautiful lady and I are enjoying a large plate of shrimp and crab ravioli. Sharing the plate 

is intimate, not cheap! Occasionally feeding her with my fork causes her to grin. Her grin is intoxicating. Or maybe, it 

is the wine. I allow the thought to ferment as we finish the bottle. 

 Sure, my boys may be arriving and wondering where I am and the same could be said for her girlfriends, 

but this thought is only an after math of the whole evening, not one at the moment. 

 After dinner I ask if I could give her a ride home, which she accepts. She lets me know her place is on the 

other side of town but she wants to be dropped off at the nearest theatre to finish the night with her companions. 

Instead of going to the theatre I bring her back to my place. 

 As we pull into my driveway I make a statement rather than asking, “I’d rather have a nightcap with you if 

that is alright! However, I have no problem taking you to the theatre. You can trust me.” She says nothing, only 

opens the car door and strolls up to my home. We go inside and I slowly begin to take her clothes off. She grins at 

me and asks what I was doing. 

 I respond by heading toward the stairs. 

 “The massage was only an icebreaker,” I tell her. “A heated bath relieves the rest of the stress.” 

 I sweep her up in my arms and navigate the winding staircase. Once upstairs I set her on the edge of the 

spa-tub and run some hot water. She grins at me. Placing her in the soothing water I use my lips to massage her 

soft peach skin. As she closes her eyes and submerges herself into the water I join her. 
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 I rub her breast before placing her perky pink nipples into my mouth, gently sucking on them. As my tongue 

caresses my fingers explore further down, playing with her elegant clitoris. She moans and I find myself grinning. 

 I remove my hands from her breast and begin running my fingers through her brown-blonde hair, 

massaging her head. As her head rolls back I kiss her fingertips and begin working my way up the arm and across 

her neck. I kiss her lips, sucking on the bottom with great care. She enjoys my every touch. 

 As I begin kissing my way towards her athletic torso, she exhales her approval. It is not the flat tummy that 

models supposedly have. Not the flat that magazine photo editors falsely depict, but a natural athletic belly, one that 

has been worked upon for years. This pikes my intrigue a great deal more. I play kindly, passionately kissing on her 

belly. The moment seems to blur into forever as I travel further down with my lips. 

 With my tongue I tease this beautiful angel that I met at a restaurant, her hands tightly grasping my head 

making me move the way she desires. I stay between her legs teasing beneath the crest of the water, coming up for 

air infrequently. Of course her pelvis rises to get an even more intense moment of pleasure, which provides enough 

air for me to continue the pleasure game. The bath water is now done filling the tub and begins spilling over the 

edge. This gorgeous woman could hold out no longer. But I force her into patience a little longer, only teasing her 

with the tip of my tongue. 

 Her hands wrapped around my skull guide me to her ultimate pleasure spot, and once more I do not mind 

being taught in the ways of fulfilling a woman’s complete pleasure. As her body hedonistically quakes I know time 

has come for us to move from the tub to the bed. 

 We float from one room to the other and I lay her down on the bed effortlessly. Her eyes plead for me to be 

on top. I hold her down; not forcefully, only in suggestion. Slowly, my penis slides pass her begging lips, spreading 

her tenderly as I push deeper. She is so ready my penis glides right in, no resistance. 

 She feels me controllably pulsating the whole time, a trick I have mastered over the years. I let loose of her 

wrists and she embraces me. Scratching my back and moaning as I exit and enter her quivering vagina, I say into 

her ear "I love this!" I give the words no second thought, though I have never spoken them ever before. Truth be 

told I have not uttered them since. Nor any phrase comparable. 

 As I build to a powerful climax, I begin losing control over my pulsations. Although they drive her wild with 

passion I try to find a way to regain control. I slide back into her, remaining still and silent so she can feel my body 

without friction. My heart races and my eyes quiver uncontrollably. I begin rocking my pelvis back and forth and side 

to side with intention of remaining completely concealed within her body. My very soul wants this moment to last an 

eternity. My mind races and yet is wholly unmoving. 

 I pause for a moment and pull her left leg in between my legs, then her right. Her thighs are completely 

clasped and her vagina clinches hold of me. I continue to sway inside her like the way tree branches bend to a swift 

wind. With great care I exit and enter forcefully, plunging her into pleasure. 

 Deeper and deeper into the yearning she falls, pulling me along. Her clitoris is being swiftly massaged by 

my penis as this position stays true to its theorized results. Our bodies sweat profusely in the heat of passion. I keep 

going slowly until her tongue unleashes her deprived cravings, "Faster, faster!. Fuck me!” 
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 So I do. I learn of all things in that instance. My body moves in a way designed to leave her speechless. My 

breath can’t keep pace, forever trying to catch-up to the horizontal gyrating. I find it difficult to speak, to even think. 

Actually, I am so into the moment it leaves me dumbfounded. I hold out until an orgasm causes her to belt out. A 

relaxation meant for gods engulfs me and I breathe again. 

 I slump my head upon her chest listening to her heartbeat attempting to calm as she whispers to me that 

she wants to shower together. 

 While underneath the cool water I try to think but find my self a drone to routine: face, arms, legs, pits, 

genitals. She says something but I do not hear her, all is muffled and blurred. I feel the echo of my heart finally 

meeting me in the moment. Apparently we agree on a second date. Afterwards we return to my bedroom cuddle up 

and fall asleep. 

 

 

 

Influence 

College Literature Upward Bound 2001 

 

 The other day I told my dad exactly why my grades wavered this past school year, my junior year. “At 

school, I am totally different than I am at home. At home there is nothing but studying, studying, studying. But, at 

school I find time to hang out and mess around. This last year I let girls influence my behavior too much. I was not 

doing my work like I should.” 

 During junior year my priorities changed, for the worse. Throughout the first semester I was late for classes 

and I didn’t work on my homework each night. It wasn’t that I didn’t care about school. I just wanted to have more 

fun. I was tired of staying in the house all the time. The main reason these changes occurred was because of my first 

high school girlfriend, Mallory. 

 

 “Mallory, come on. Let’s go.” Mallory and I walked through the metal doors into the Tech Ed wing, where 

the shop and the yearbook rooms are located. We started up the steps and I grabbed her by the arm. I know she 

isn’t all that cute but she was my “boo” bear. She also knew how to get me hot. I looked into her pretty eyes and I 

knew she wanted it. I leaned in slowly; I made sure my braces were set. I got closer and closer. She closed her eyes, 

so I closed mine. We kissed. Our wet, smooth lips made contact. I pulled her closer to me and gripped her arm 

tighter. Then Mallory began to push her way through my mouth. Her tongue wanted to do some unauthorized 

exploring. 

 I felt her tongue on mine and I couldn’t handle it. I had no idea how to “french” kiss. I pulled my tongue 

away. I didn’t want to put my tongue in her mouth. It was my tongue. She has her own. She really didn’t need 

another one rolling round taking up space. Later on, I found out she said it was like playing tag with our tongues. I 
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was already about two minutes late for class, but I really didn’t want to let Mallory go. We stood in the stairway 

kissing a little longer. I could be late for the next class anyway; we were only watching the movie “Liar, Liar”. 

 My mind was racing. I wanted to just forget class and go to lunch with Mallory, but would it be worth it? 

After analyzing my situation I decided not to skip. Why destroy a perfect record? The plan would be to kiss and hold 

each other for a little bit longer. After about what seemed like only seconds we parted to go our different ways. I 

was almost twenty minutes late for class. I couldn’t believe it. I walked in and all eyes were on me. No one said 

anything, not even the teacher. No one cared; we were only watching a movie. Instead of observing the movie I sat 

at my desk thinking of Mallory. Why? I don’t know. She was my bunny boo. 

 Mallory and I had different lunch periods, which I didn’t much care for. Obviously we didn’t spend time 

together. One day during lunch while chilling with my “dogs”, several girls walked by. Each lady was fine. I hugged 

each one as they walked by. I even got an innocent kiss from Mary. No tongue tag. “How can you do that?” Delon 

questioned. “Don’t you have a woman? Now you just kiss any girl that walks by.” 

 I responded with a smirk, “I’m a mack. I can’t help it.” We all let out a great laugh. “Anyways, it ain’t like 

we got something serious. We just friends, ya’ know.” 

 “Yeah, that’s why she was blushing when you were talking about how beautiful and sexy she was the other 

day.” Terrence snickered. 

 “Don’t go there. It ain’t like that.” 

 The next day I was walking Mallory to her sixth hour class thinking about what Terrence said. I started 

thinking. Why was I still with Mallory? I didn’t have her number or address. We couldn’t even spend time together 

out of school; her parents wouldn’t like that. She wasn’t even a good girl. I could never let my mother meet her. 

What about Mary? Maybe she does like me? This relationship ain’t worth it. When I should be doing homework, I am 

writing letters to my bunny boo. Instead of going to class on time, I am playing around and talking to my bunny boo. 

I don’t even trust that she ain’t cheating on me. This ain’t no relationship at all. All we do is kiss. There isn’t any 

commitment, only lust. All we ever do is kiss. All these thoughts crushed me. We broke up once already because 

there was no commitment. Maybe it was time to break up again. I’ll just wait until homecoming dance is over. 

 That was a mistake: waiting until homecoming. I had been hearing for some time that I was being cheated 

on. I had the time to dump Mallory but I wanted to have some fun first. I just knew she could dance dirty. The day 

of the dance came around and I was stood up. I only went because of her. After an hour into homecoming I saw 

her. She was with someone else. I guess she thought I wouldn’t make it; the little bitch. All this time I had wasted: 

missing valuable minutes of class and losing points for missing assignments. Oh the bitch. Never again will I do that. 

 This past year I learned the hard way that no girl is more important than my schooling. I promised my 

parents and myself that I would never let a girl come in my way of getting the grades I know I can get. My parents 

made sure that I wasn’t going to do any dating for a while after that. I had to bring up my grades before I could 

date again. 
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Unchangeable 

Lyrics 2001 

Snaptunez (Terrence and Centauri)

 

You see me as a freak yet you still are around 

You say that you love yet you put me down 

You say that I’m dirty yet I am clean 

You say that I’m dumb not trying to be mean 

You say to me that my life is like 

A terrible disaster waiting to be born 

My soul is scorn like chamber’s coal 

Taken through the eyes of satan’s soul 

Awkward you have opposed my life to me 

To what is expected or has to be 

There’s no changing happening to me 

Cause girl I’m unchangeable 

 

You say that you’re bold and you don’t need me 

And been so bold to say I have no soul 

With nothing left I’m hitting the road 

Feeling so high cause’ I’m not your man 

Now you took all the joy that was in my life 

And killed the vision of you as my wife 

This I’ll breathe until the day I die 

No matter what you do no matter what you say 

I’m not changing, it’s not happening to me 

Now girl of course I do love you 

But this is the way it’s going to be 

I’m never changing no never gonna change 

Cause girl I’m unchangeable 

 

Will we be together always and forever 

How can that be when you say you hate me 

And when you say you don’t want me 

But if that’s the case then why call me 

What’s your goal girl for you and me 

When you tell your girls that I’m a playa 

Your girls know better stop playing with me 

Why play games with the king of games 

It don’t make sense what’s wrong with you 

It’s obvious what’s wrong with you 

You the one that needs a change 

 

No matter what you do no matter what you say 

I’m not changing it’s not happening to me 

Of course I love you but this is the way 

It’s going to be until the day I die 

I’m never changing no never gon’ change 

Now baby I tried to be a good man 

And do all the things that could please you 

But to you girl I’m just a lil’ toy 

Girl didn’t you see I was falling apart 

But even with all this I’m still gon’ say 

That I’m not going to change 

No not for you never gon’ change 

 

I’m unchangeable I’m unchangeable 

I’m unchangeable I’m unchangeable 

I’m unchangeable I’m unchangeable 

I’m unchangeable I’m unchangeable
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Proyecto con El Imperfecto 

El 7 de abril 1998 

 

 Hola, me llamo Carlos González. Tengo catorce años. Soy bajo, creativo, y soy experto en 

matemáticas. Soy afro americano y indio. Hablamos inglés en casa. El nombre de mi mamá es Terena. Mi 

mamá es baja, morena, y es experta en matemáticas. El nombre de mi papá es Larry. Mi papá es creativo, 

cómico, y bajo. El nombre de mi hermana es Demitra. Mi hermana es bonita, mediana, y morena. 

 Yo vivía en Chicago, Illinois. Mi escuela era grande. La escuela se llamaba José De Diego. Yo 

tomaba el autobús, luego el tren, y luego otro autobús para ir a la escuela. Yo tomaba clases de 

matemáticas, inglés, gimnasia, estudias sociales, historia, y ciencias. 

 Yo tenía que llevarme dos uniformes para escuela. Para gimnasia, yo me llevaba pantalones cortos 

de color azul. Mi camisa era de color oro. Para escuela yo me llevaba pantalones azules y mi camisa era de 

color blanco. También yo tenía que llevarme una corbata que era de color azul. Todos los días laborables yo 

seguía él jugaba de niños y pollo con mis amigos. Mi mejor amigo era Héctor. Mis amigos eran Mitchell, 

Jessica, y Elizabeth. Mi primera novia era Elizabeth. Yo no podía llevarme cordones de zapato de color rojo 

ni negro. Mi color favorito era verde. 

 Durante un día típico, me levantaba a las seis menos veinte. Me bañaba a las seis menos diez. Me 

vestía a las seis. Después yo iba a la escuela. Yo volvía a la casa a las tres y media. Yo hacía mi tarea a las 

cuatro hasta las cinco y media. Yo miraba la televisión a las seis menos veinte cinco hasta las seis y media. 

Nosotros comíamos la cena a las siete. Me duchaba a las ocho menos quince. Me acostaba a las ocho y 

media. Me sentía mal porque era temprano cuando me dormía. Generalmente, todos los fines de semanas 

yo iba a la casa de mi mejor amigo. 

 Mi comida favorita era pizza. Yo odiaba espinacas. Generalmente, en mi casa, yo comía comida 

nutritiva. En la casa de mis amigos, yo comía comida de poco alimento. 

 Me gustaba el béisbol y matemáticas. Jugaba con mi papá y mis amigos. Cuando era joven yo 

quería ser un profesor de matemáticas. 

 

 

 

Generation Differences: Braids 

College Literature Upward Bound 2001 

 

 “Boy, what is wrong with you? You ain’t getting any braids on your head. What are you now, a 

thug?” This is the response my mother gave me when I told her why I was letting my hair grow long for 

braids. I didn’t understand why I couldn’t have them now when I had them as a baby. 
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 I want braids. However, my mother is not very happy or pleased with the notion of braids. She 

believes it is something thugs do. She has seen rappers on television with braids rapping about drugs and 

sex and other such things she does not agree with. She has even seen the gang members from our old 

neighborhood with braids. Because she has observed all the corrupt associations of braids she believes that 

only thugs or rappers have braids. In her mind there is no reason for me to have braids, since I am not 

either of those things. Nevertheless, I still want braids. I am no thug and I don’t want to be one. I just want 

to try something new. 

 Every day I see guys with braids for their hairstyle. I see the creative designs stylists come up 

with: a zig zag here, a criss-cross there. Twists and geometric lines flowing from front to end. It is becoming 

a trend. People believe that the afro is coming back, but it is not. Afros are the beginning of the braid. The 

hair must be a certain length before the braids can be put in. I just want to see how I would look with a 

new hairstyle. I am tired of having the played out fade or the “skinhead” look. When I was baby my mother 

loved to braid my hair. I was always walking around with braids and barrettes. It was okay then but now. 

Why? I don’t see a difference about who wore them then and who wears them now. I know thugs and gang 

affiliates have them. But not everyone you see with braids is a bad person. I think I would look nice with 

the braids. My hair is something that has set me apart from other people, always. As a child it was light 

brown and curly. Then later on people knew who was walking away from them when I had my tail. It 

started out like six or eight inches long. Then it got cut and everyone knew Centauri was the guy with the 

mini afro patch on the back of his head. I want braids now. 

 My mother still does not like the idea but she is letting me grow my hair out. She might be curious 

too. How will I look? I hope well. I don’t want to go through all this trouble; combing, greasing, and 

washing daily just to cut it all off. 

 

 

 

Muse 

Free-Write 2009 

 

in mind your smile dances 

dazzling intriguing drawing me near 

your voice whispered wind 

fuels my heart it beats strong, 

your touch is this longing 

mine warmed soul waits. 

in quickness we love 

with clarity we know it true 

your name my tongue calls 

from broken lust I rise, 

bright intense I dread not 

passion rekindled burns this star. 

beloved ashes past gone 

the skill of ardor now found 

blessed in thy arms 

secure thought of cherished time, 

such ease we find truth 

perfection this world mourns. 

crazy has never felt right 

though now in haze of second sight 

glimpse of hope fleshed might 

through cold night, I hold tight 

questioning for sake of burden 

am I ready to hold my dreams?
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What Makes a Man Great? Sacrifice! 

Novel Review 

The Great Gatsby 

 

 Author F. Scott Fitzgerald wrote a beautiful novel in the early 1900s in which he calls the most 

important character, Gatsby, “great”. Why would he call Gatsby great though? Gatsby turned his whole life 

around for the love of a woman; he changed the amount of money he had, where he lived, and even his 

personality was altered to please his beloved lady. Maybe that was what made him great? Maybe sacrificing 

self makes a man great! 

 Gatsby loved this woman so much that when he returned from Europe he picked out his house to 

be close to her. The woman’s name wais Daisy and he had not seen her for five years because he had gone 

to war. Before the war had begun, Gatsby had inherited money that he used to go on adventures 

throughout Europe. While in Europe, he lost all his inheritance because of the panic that started due to the 

war. However, he collected jewels and gems to get money that he used to come back to America. When he 

returned he got into the drug and oil business. Gatsby did what he could, hoping that he would get rich, 

because he knew that little rich girls didn’t marry poor boys. Gatsby also learned that Daisy hadn’t waited 

for him; she had married a rich important guy from Chicago. However, this didn’t slow Gatsby down. He 

collected all the articles written about her in the Chicago papers. When Gatsby learned that Daisy had 

moved to East Egg, he moved also. 

 Gatsby bought a house that was across the lake from Daisy’s (in West Egg) to be near her. He had 

even noticed the green light that shone all the time on Daisy’s pier. Each night that he had a party he stood 

at his pier hoping that Daisy would come over. The parties were only a means for Daisy to come meet him. 

If it were not for his love for Daisy, he would not have had any parties. 

 Before he went to Europe, Gatsby was more of a shy person. He had not been very social and he 

had been poor before he received his inheritance. He also had a different name, James Gatz. He changed 

his name to Jay Gatsby when he began working on a yacht. He wanted a new beginning and he felt 

changing his name would help. So every night that he threw a party Gatsby waited until Daisy would visit, 

but she never showed up. So Gatsby used a friend of Daisy’s, Nick (the narrator of the novel) to get Daisy 

over. Gatsby asked Nick to invite Daisy and not tell her he would be there. Gatsby wanted to make it seem 

like it was a coincidence that he was there. After reuniting with Daisy they began an affair. It went well until 

Gatsby blew his cover on purpose. Gatsby told Daisy’s husband, Tom, that she never loved him and that 

they were having an affair. It takes a great man to admit that he is having an affair. Gatsby had enough 

guts to stand in the man’s face, in his house, and tell him that his wife doesn’t love him. 
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 In conclusion, Fitzgerald had a fairly good reason to call Gatsby great. Gatsby’s love for Daisy 

controlled his entire life. By changing his wealth and his social personality, Gatsby was determined to get 

Daisy, even if it meant destroying her marriage. This is what made him great. 

 

 

 

Early Books 

English 11th Grade 2001 

The Berenstain Bears 

 

 My earliest reading recollection was the set of books titled The Berenstain Bears, which were read 

to me by my mother and impacted my moral values and creativity. 

 The collection of writings that have impacted my life is titled The Berenstain Bears, by the authors 

Stan & Jan Berenstain. I believe that it is the greatest collection of children books. The authors get their 

incredible ideas from what happens to their family and friends on a daily basis. Because it is so realistic 

families can relate to the characters. The children get in to trouble just as a kid would and they have fun 

just like all little children do. The Berenstain Bears is a collection of stories based on a family of bears. The 

bears go through the same incidents that your family and mine go through. The Berenstain Bear family 

reminds me so much of my own: a father who believes they know all, a mother who is very sanitary and 

tidy, an older brother who loves sports, and an annoying sister you just love who is all girl but could hang 

with the guys and have no huge problem. 

 The one story that I will never forget taught me about dishonesty. The story was about how the 

children were playing ball in the house, breaking the rules, and they broke mama’s favorite lamp and then 

lied about it. Even after they had come up with an incredible story the truth came out. That story had so 

many good moral values to offer. It taught how dishonesty was wrong. It also proved that mothers always 

find out about the things you do. The story taught me how deceiving anyone was wrong and how it could 

hurt them. I lied once to my mother, not following the important moral, about a stupid calculator and hurt 

her badly. Every time we talk about someone lying she brings up the calculator incident. I have not lied to 

her since. If I had followed that moral, it would have never happened. This story and others from this 

collection, I have not noticed until now, have impacted my life very much. 

 Other stories from the collection have taught me to respect my parents, to just be a child, and 

other important life moral values. Also, the collection has helped with my imagination. The idea of animals 

walking around in clothes and talking, living their lives like humans, took a great deal of imagination. It has 

just made me improve my creativity through art. The Berenstain Bears were not the flame that started me 

in my love for art, but now that I remember the impact that it had on me, it just makes me want to draw 
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even more. Remembering the collection of The Berenstain Bears has only advanced my desires for art. I 

just love to express myself through art. 

 My earliest reading recollection, The Berenstain Bears, has impacted me more than I had ever 

realized. Thinking about my past has really shown me that I have a lot to thank books for, especially some 

of my creativity and how I was raised morally. My parents picked the right sort of literature to read to me. 

 

 

 

My Home 

College Literature Upward Bound 2001 

 

 Home? My abode. What is it for me? My dwelling is who I am. Peaceful and bizarre. Calm soothing 

music humming throughout the house. Picasso art suspended from every wall. Dividers are twisted and 

painted with bright colors. An original funhouse. My mind. It will be a residence unique to my personality. 

Tranquil days followed by late parties until sunrise. No rest for the strong. Intense training rooms on all 

levels. My home will be full of true love. There would be no phonies. If you have feeling of hate you will not 

be allowed pass the threshold. It would be a place where you could speak your mind. A realm with no 

boundaries. Home is my immense imagination. My domicile will be bursting with God’s love and love of my 

family. Circumstances would be placidly solved in my domain. Love will solve many of the tribulations. 

 My home is very important to me. It is where my legend will be remembered. All my works of art 

and writings will be reminiscent. The work I will do for God will be redolent also. My creativity is my home. I 

am at serenity with myself when I am there. I control all things. Wherever I go I bring it with me. I can 

never leave it behind. Even if I leave the actual structure of my house, the feeling will still be with me at 

heart. My domicile is happiness and inspiration. Anyone who is respectful is welcome to my dwelling. Even 

though I have no foundation of my own yet, my home is within my soul. The presence you sense around 

me at all times, will be the atmosphere of my soon to be abode. 

 

 

 

Memoir Final: Realities Merge 

Intermediate Creative Writing 2005 

 

 To be a valiant, masked vigilante, who would have the power and drive to stop an evil mastermind, 

was a dream of mine at one point in time; the headline of all the papers around the world reading: “The 

Superhero Saves the Day” or “Courageous Vigilante Strikes Again”. A moment that defined the daily routine 
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of play and imagination in my life, I wished that I could have been a superhero: power of flight, super 

speed, phenomenal strength, or maybe heat vision. 

 Usually, and most natural, it is only a phase that some young boys would go through, beginning 

around the ages of two through four; a phase that they would grow out of around second grade: the age 

when reality begins to set in. The fantasy would end, as the young child would awake to see the world and 

become a rational individual. Yet, for me the phase lasted longer, a great deal of time longer. For me there 

was no end, no rationality; for me, I awakened so many years later. 

 

 As far back as I could remember, I have always hoped, no better yet, craved to be Spider-man. I 

always thought that the life of Spider-man would be perfect. I dreamt of swinging high above the 

skyscrapers in a populous city, thwarting crimes, punishing hardened criminals, having the ability to climb a 

wall with no use of a harness or any other contraption, and being able to lift small vehicles. To have a 

female like Mary Jane Watson by my side was kind of yucky at first, but would become a bonus as I grew 

closer to being a flirt. 

 When I was younger, probably three or four, whenever my father and I would play superheroes, I 

had to be the good guy just so I could be Spider-man. Spidey was my idol, and I had to act just like him. 

My father, being the actor he was, portrayed many of the arch nemesis of Spider-man very well; from 

Doctor Doom to Venom it didn’t matter. He even pretended to be villains that he would create; it never 

mattered though what villain my father played, just as long as I was the friendly neighborhood Spider-man. 

 One early evening before dinner, with smells of tacos flowing from the kitchen into the living room 

(we called it a front room), me and my father’s imaginations flowed from our minds like the Mississippi: 

 From the rooftop of a Taco Bell, “Spider-man do you really believe that you 

will stop me?” my father would squeak; he was the Vulture this day. 

 With a grin upon my face I pointed at my father, “Of course, I stop you 

every time. Don’t I?” 

 With imagination intensifying, the Vulture’s metallic wings now spread, as if 

ready for a flight about the town, my enemy – my father, began the famous 

evil doer speech, “True” he paused, “but today I have an ace up my 

sleeve…after all we are in Las Vegas.” He pretended to press a button on his 

wrist-computer console which opened three doors, of the vulture tanks that 

was surrounding me. “Now you must fight my bird machines…” With a ghastly 

laugh the Vulture flew off, “…lady luck is on my side tonight spider-freak.” 

 The battle between the machines and me pursued, with myself being the 

victor of course. Afterwards, I followed my enemy to his lair to defeat him and 

spoil his evil plans, just as I always do. 
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 Now, when I try to remember these events I seem unable to separate the games from dreams; 

they seem to weave into each other with only the complete obvious to decipher. Sometimes I cannot even 

tell decipher my memories from what I wish times were like; it can be quite frightening. I do remember one 

time (at least, I believe that it is a memory) running around in my Spider-man underwear over a pair of 

shorts and wearing a white t-shirt, I was preparing for another day as the hero. 

 However, my father wanted to be the good guy so bad that I would only portray the scoundrel if I 

could pretend that I was Spider-man controlled by another villain. He accepted the terms and the game 

continued. I believe that was the only time that Bruce Lee and Spider-man were to meet. It shocked me 

when the game ended and I was not the victor. I could only think, How could two heroes fight one another 

and both still win? They could not, one must fall, and since I was pretending to be under the influence of 

dark forces I had to be that one. 

 These games that my father and I would play lasted until the accident a few months later. 

However, the end of the games did not mean that I would let go of pretending. In fact, in some ways it 

became worse, evolving into a dream for the future. 

 

 Years later, after completing second grade, my parents decided to move to Madison, Wisconsin so 

that our family could live in a better neighborhood and for my sister and I to have a chance of receiving a 

better education. After moving from Chicago, I had to make new friends in a new city (hell, in a new state), 

which was not easy since I did not want to move in the first place. So, instead of being social I relied on my 

imagination to keep me company. 

 For years that was all that I needed, at least until I found other boys who enjoyed pretending. It 

was strange, we were all different but the only common link was the love of pretend. Joey was big on 

playing with cars and pretending they were always racing or blowing up. Anthony was quiet, shy, and 

studious, very intelligent, yet he enjoyed moments in the surreal. Recess throughout most of elementary 

school for me and my associates, was spent running around acting like complete fools. 

 Each one of us was our favorite superhero: there was a Superman, a Hulk, a made-up hero, and 

me the Spider-man. Every break from the books and studying we spent recess-pretending; we actually were 

playing tag, but our imaginations led us to believe that we were chasing down felons and when tagged, we 

became the villain. Actually, that game was something that I created; the guys did not play such a game 

before my arrival, well at least not at school or in the company of others. It was a fun new game that we 

enjoyed and I thought that it would continue through middle school. Oh, I was so wrong. 

 Apparently we were too old to play childish games like that; there were images to worry with. The 

cool guys would laugh at our immaturity and the pretty girls would giggle and snicker right along with them. 

The truth is that it actually began to die out late in the fourth grade; only a year in the surreal was spent 

contently. The guys became addicted to dodge ball and kickball. They were my friends so I decided to join 
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them and leave behind the games of imagination. However, I did not care what others thought of me, I only 

wanted to play, that was all. At least that was what I thought. 

 When I arrived to middle school, sixth grade the year of a new beginning, the dreams did not end. 

There were nights that I would pretend to travel from the basement to my bedroom, by way of webbing, 

and then I would fall to the bed and arrive upon a roof of a skyscraper, to continue the web-slinging. 

 Sometimes I would even be in class when the daydreams occurred. Sitting at the desk with a 

writing tool in hand, tapping and falling from sleepy fingers, I would leave reality and begin to daydream. 

Into the surreal I would float: 

 I feel so serene at this very moment high above the city, so peaceful web 

slinging from rooftop to rooftop above Chicago; sticky webbing leaving my wrist 

and attaching itself to concrete, my means of relocation. 

 Swinging from one building to the next, skyscrapers whizzing by while 

specks are far beneath me squirming about and wind thirty miles per hour or 

stronger trying to force me to follow the will of gravity; I only smile, it feels so 

great. As I travel, watching over the people, I notice something strange below, a 

rectangular shape weaving in and out of a mass of small blocks. It is a van trying 

to evade the law in a mess of traffic and innocent bystanders; time to work. 

 Letting myself freefall to the vehicle I land upon its roof with a thud, “Pull 

over…now.” The criminals try to shake me off, make me lose my balance and fall 

to the pavement streaming by. But I shall not let go, I will hold on. Just as I 

began to break the windshield, to force the miscreants to halt, the driver begins 

to speak, “Wake up, wake up. The teacher is looking at you.” 

 This guy must be out of it! Yet once again he speaks, this time grabbing and 

shoving my shoulder, “Wake up, come on man.” 

 The entire city becomes hazy and all the people, vehicles, and buildings…everything begins to swirl 

and evaporate. I blink and all of a sudden, I was no longer a man but a young teenager, staring up at a 

young man with blue eyes. It was a friend and he was trying to wake me. I was no longer Spider-man. I 

was back in math class; I was in the rational again. It was becoming scary and I knew that I had to do 

something before I fell into the arms of the state and led to an asylum. 

 I thought that eighth grade would be totally life altering and females would become my sole drive 

for waking in the morning. I was only half wrong. I did leave behind much of the fantasy but I still wanted 

to be a superhero. It was not my main focus like all the years before, I was too busy being a flirt and 

causing ladies to fall in love with the mack-daddy known as Casanova (yes that was the nickname that I 

received during the middle school years). The more I turned my attention to females, the less I thought 

about superheroes. I thought that I would finally be over the whole obsession. I was not quite to that level. 
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 I must have been more intrigued with what people would have thought of me if they were to find 

out that I wanted to be a superhero than I thought. Actually, I was just stretching the reality of the 

situation. I did not know why I was so afraid; it was all in my own mind, the thought of being a superhero. 

It was really just a game that I had not let go of, it was the same as playing with toys; no high school 

student would admit to playing with toys, but I just know I was not the only one. I was not crazy I just had 

a wild imagination. It was okay for a high school student to want a dream to become reality; right? Some 

teenagers dreamed of attending college while some others fantasized about making loads of money, but 

me, I wanted to save the day. I wanted to make a difference in the world. Leave my children a legacy to 

aspire to. Is that so wrong? 

 I knew that the dream, the fantasy, was becoming an issue when I would daydream about saving 

the idol of my affection from plunging to her doom. Her name was Emily. I was willing to do anything 

possible so that she would kiss me; sing a ballad to her, write poetry or a song with her as my inspiration. I 

was dreaming about her in a perilous situation just so that I would receive a kiss for braving the harsh 

incident and saving her. I wrote the poem, and gave her flowers for Valentine’s Day, but there was no 

daring rescue; no kiss. How disappointing! That was one dream that would stay surreal, but at least I 

looked forward to bed time. 

 I remember one day while walking to English, late slip in hand with nobody around, I started to act 

as if I were web-slinging. Throwing out my hands, just like my role model, and webbing leaving my wrist 

attaching to the surfaces propelling me closer toward my destination. At the moment I did not realize how 

ridiculous and disturbing the sight was, a freak show with me as the main attraction. Later that night I 

thought about how strange I truly was and, for the first time in my past recollections, it bothered me. There 

was a reason for myself being a social outcast. True I did enjoy my alone time and creative inspiration 

periods, but I did not hang out with people, maybe because they feared me, they were unsure of my sanity. 

That was too much for me. I knew that I had to let go of the fantasy and join my peers in the real world. 

 

 I know the difference between fantasy and reality. I know where each of them belongs and how to 

adjust life between them; I have always known, even from the time I was young. I had actually realized this 

one evening back in eighth grade. 

 At the age of thirteen, I lay in bed one last time to dream of being a superhero. As I lay there in 

my cozy and soft bed, the moonlight sneaky in through the blinds, I had begun thinking “After this evening 

I will no longer hold a vacancy for such nonsense in the surreal, dark corners of my mind.” I knew as I laid 

there with eyes have open, fatigue creeping upon my thoughts and body, that no longer would I play 

superheroes as if I were training for the day it would be real. 

 My mind had been finally prepared for accepting the notion that there would be no radioactive 

spider to bite and transform me, there was no chance of being a superhero, and there would be no valiant 

efforts on my behalf in a mask. I accepted that fate and decided that my destiny would be rational, and God 
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would take me to that path. My imagination would morph from a means into an asset; it would not be a 

way to live but still be a part of my life. 

 I lay in the Mahayana of dreams ready to guide myself through the field of villains, superpowers, 

and crimes one last time. I lay there thinking that I would fall asleep as a child and awake as a man. Yet, I 

soon found out that that night when I dreamt of being a superhero, it was not for the last time. 

 I had fallen asleep as a child only to awake as a new child. With all my intellect and knowledge, 

lessons, relationships, and rational dreams I still craved to be masked and feared by criminals. Even after 

enlightenment, I still dreamt of being a superhero. That was then, but today things are new. I notice now 

that I have the imagination, not the desires, of a child. And that is perfectly fine by me. 

 

 

 

Gentle Breeze 

Creative Writing 2004 

 

Your hands flowing over my body 

-a tempting, gentle breeze caressing 

thoughts- 

escape and freedom I see 

almost feel 

-a connection, sweet flavor 

of your lips, heart stopping- 

subtle strokes 

and tongue touching mine 

body snug and lock 

we become personal, intimate. 

Images of you and me 

running through mind 

emotions deep and unsure, 

like bottomless blue of passion, 

I admire. 

A moment before we loved 

yet your past creeping, 

disturbing us now 

horrible I feel and painfully 

I dream.
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In Spite All, I Am Love Immortal 

Free-Write 2012 

 

my pen spills out my heart on crisp whiteness, the ink stains with emotion and life 

baffled amazed confused mesmerized, stuck in the past I run, fleeing cycle of pain 

in you hope sparkles like the most distant of stars, fear lingers doubt wraps around throat 

choking I try not to feel, no pain my absolution, but to love is to pain, love is feel 

loving you all I dream, pushing away my defense, want you but not wanting you to know 

love you at a distance with every aspect of my being 

but a weapon for you it could be, a tool to break me it has been done 

naïve I fade, learnt this world and its ferocious hungers 

I cherished me and my separate attitudes 

philosophies goals behaviors beliefs unique I was 

world chews up unique and separate, innocence slain I breathe yet. 

 

chaos world turmoil overpowering, only saving – love 

loving you so right, consumed by you hope reborn 

concern to love you, dread hurt, to mend heart again task not never undertaken 

risk taken I jump, soar far from edge eyes shut, chaos endured 

chance is love is death is life, this journey I bleed. 

 

 

 

Real World Speech Critique 

Public Communications 2002 

 

 The young, the old, and the middle aged; everyone needs and deserves to have a little more love 

in their life, when trapped in a world that is full of pain and apathy for people. The most important impact 

needs to focus upon the youth, the leaders of tomorrow. When one thinks about it the target is huge and 

hard target; an entire world that needs to be reached. The target that needs to be reached the most is a 

generation that has been labeled as rebels in the near past. A problem that raises the question: how could 

so many be reached and changed? What better way is there to spread love than through religion? All 

religions, no matter what the difference of belief, share one concept: love thy neighbor. That is exactly what 
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religions try to do; from churches to synagogues to temples, all have the same purpose: teaching how to 

love one another. However, there is a problem; when is the best time to spread a message of love and faith 

so that more people would hear it? 

 It should be a day that the majority of the people would be off of work, a day that children would 

not have to worry about school as much, a day of rest and peace. The best option is Sunday morning, but 

not too early, just before football games so that they could be watched in peace and without break. Every 

Sunday I try to make it to the Salvation Army church at 10:45 a.m. so that I can hear the word of God. 

When I have a bad week I try especially harder to make it cause I know the message would make me feel 

better. The message can only work well on me if I am interested and I trust the one speaking. 

 The preacher, minister, officer, monk, religious leader, or whatever they choose to be called must 

be trusted by those who attend the weekly meetings or the message will not get through. Without the trust 

of the congregation the speaker is wasting time. It also helps when the preacher is a friend to the attendees 

and they try to keep interest. Jokes, unusual pauses, smiles, and even sudden shouts keep the congregation 

on their toes wanting more. If the leader can pull at least one of these off well, if not all, then they are a 

good speaker of love. My corps officer does these well and I have only known him for three months. 

 Captain Hayman, a Salvation Army minister, father to three, husband and a great preacher makes 

me feel better every Sunday; this past Sunday, he touched my spirit the most. To popular belief most 

preachers are considered more of teachers than persuaders. Captain Hayman’s job is not really to persuade 

people to believe that God is real, even though that would be a beautiful perk. Captain’s job is to teach 

about God and spread love the best way he can so a person can at least think more about God. Captain 

wants people to know about God and his mercy so that they can use one of God’s greatest gifts, freedom of 

choice. By definition Captain Hayman uses teaching to persuade. Captain Hayman teaches the entire 

congregation about God but he would like to impact the youth a little more so he does things that some 

conservative Christians might say are unorthodox. 

 A many of Sundays Captain Hayman began his sermons with a joke or a story that would cause the 

congregation to laugh; starting off with something that would get the interest of the attendees fast. Captain 

uses several jokes throughout his sermon so that the people stay interested and actually have fun during 

church. Captain Hayman also uses his tone to accentuate ideas or phrases. His main tone is his usual voice, 

clear and a little deep. Nevertheless when Captain Hayman wants the congregation to really think about a 

topic, his voice goes to almost a whisper and he pauses after the statement. The whisper lets the 

congregation know how touched he is about God’s word and love, and usually the statement is a question. 

The pause that always follows gives the congregation time to think about what he had just said. The other 

times he uses a much different vocal range is when he wants the congregation to understand. 

 He does not shout like some preachers I have known, but he does get loud enough for those who 

may be asleep to wake up. Then he repeats the same statement with the higher volume and once again in 

his regular vocal range. When Captain Hayman wants you to understand, you will understand whatever he 
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may be saying. Captain Hayman does move around enough to cause a little distraction, but only because 

the wooden floors make sounds. Lately however, he tries not to move around as much. He preaches in a 

way that many people get moved, both young and old. 

 There have been several Sundays where this lady has begun to get teary eyed, not because the 

preaching was bad, but because she was so moved by the words. There have even been times where 

Captain Hayman has cried himself. The Holy Ghost flows throughout the chapel while Captain Hayman 

preaches; which is a sign of good preaching. 

 I enjoy Captain Hayman’s preaching because his flaws are so out numbered by his values. I love it 

when the preacher wants me to feel good in church while doing their mission of worship. It is even better 

when the preacher honestly wants to get to know me and it is not a front. In a nut shell Captain Hayman is 

a wonderful preacher who could get anyone interested in God no matter the age. Hayman’s personality is 

warm and welcoming, always proficient when teaching the gospel. 

 

 

 

Rejoicing Living Truth 

Free-Write 2012 

 

Chains and cage, no longer bound 

A bird set free 

Limit just a word unknown to me 

In heart You do reside 

Soul burns bright 

Dreams driving force 

Faith burning fuel 

LORD take my life 

Renewed on path I exit fog 

Dazed and amazed life not my own 

Heartbroken you carried me 

Spirit shouts out song of joy 

So strange now free I be 

Pain ruined, done with it all 

Love come and gone life anew 

Releasing soul into the light 

Gone from the old 

Step into warmth of birth
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(Untitled) 

Free-Write 2012 

 

broken and bound to failure 

my relentless hinge of life, 

aimless guide ambitions yonder reach. 

lessons taught though never learned 

hope fortifies depleting pursuit, 

this rut I trudge cycle of defeat. 

steadfast spirit armed with faith 

benighted prayer arsenal, 

lost I wander these trenches of doubt 

 

 

 

Sins of the Characters 

Acamo English 11th Grade  2001 

Scarlet Letter 

 

 The novel, The Scarlet Letter, shows the serious impact a solitary, passionate act has on the lives 

of three citizens of a small Puritan town: the insubordinate Hester Prynne; the ardent, grief-stricken 

Reverend Arthur Dimmesdale; and the preoccupied, rancorous Roger Chillingworth. Throughout the novel 

these main characters commit different sins. Each main character has a particular sin that he or she has 

committed. Which of them committed the greatest sin? 

 Hester Prynne, the character that the novel is revolved around, is a young, attractive woman who 

by the opinions of the community is an evil lady. The community considers her evil because she had 

committed the sin of adultery. She had been living alone, without her husband who stayed behind in 

England, when she became pregnant. After giving birth Hester had to stand upon a scaffold, for several 

hours, with her newly born child, before the entire town and let them speak badly of her. “If the hussy 

stood up for judgment before us five, that come off with such a sentence as the worshipful magistrates 

have awarded? Marry, I trow not!” (pg. 48). She stood abandoned and endured the shame alone, even 

though people knew she didn’t conceive the child alone. She was given the chance to share the humiliation 

but refused. By not revealing the coward partner in her crime she only worsened her sentence. Hester was 
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sentenced to wear a symbol of adultery, the scarlet A for her entire life. She could never conceal it. She 

wore the letter with an almost pride, never letting the cutting remarks keep her from living her life the 

symbol became to have different meanings; it became a mark of strength. “And never had Hester Prynne 

appeared more lady-like, in the antique interpretation of the term, than as she issued from the prison.” (pg. 

50). Others eventually took the symbol in a different meaning also. To others it meant able. “Such 

helpfulness was found in her,- so much power to do, and power to sympathize,- that many people refused 

to interpret the scarlet A by its original significance. They said that it meant Able; so strong was Hester 

Prynne, with a woman’s strength. ” (pg. 148) 

 Dimmesdale committed the sin of chastity. He broke the oath he took to become a priest. His 

consequences were to cope with the guilt of his actions. Throughout the novel Arthur Dimmesdale let his 

guilt eat away at his soul. He tried to confess his sin to the people and God so he might receive forgiveness. 

In his sermons he would hint that he was the father of Hester’s bastard, Pearl, without saying those exact 

words. He even began to punish himself. Every night before Dimmesdale would go to sleep, he would whip 

himself. Arthur was so full of guilt he became ill. He could barely walk without a stagger in his stride. He 

needed to hold onto things as he traveled and his mind always seemed to be wandering. One evening he 

decided to confess his sin to the world in the dead of the night,  

and thus, while standing on the scaffold, in this vain show of expiation, Mr. 

Dimmesdale was overcome with a great horror of mind, as if the universe were 

gazing at a scarlet token on his naked breast, right over his heart. On that spot, 

in every truth, there was, and there had long been, the gnawing and poisonous 

tooth of bodily pain. Without any effort of his will, or power to restrain himself, 

he shrieked aloud; an outcry that went pealing through the night, and was 

beaten back from one house to the another, and everberated from the hills in 

the background; as if a company of devils, detecting so much misery and terror 

in it, had made a plaything of the sound, and were bandying it to and fro.” (pg. 

136)  

Dimmesdale did not have the courage to stand before anyone to face his shame, unlike Hester. 

Chillingworth, Hester’s husband, committed the sin of vengeance, which caused him to look down upon 

himself. His torture of Dimmesdale came back to haunt his morals.  

“The overpowering vengeance and hatred felt by Chillingworth caused his life to 

be centered on demeaning Dimmesdale and tormenting him until the end of 

time. From the beginning, Chillingworth showed no signs of guilt and let his life 

be consumed by sin.” (MegaEssays.com)  

Chillingworth even moved within the house of Dimmesdale so he could keep a keen eye upon him. 

Chillingworth’s new purpose in life was to make sure Dimmesdale was not going to get off easily. 
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Chillingworth succeeded well, but Dimmesdale really did not require aid on feeling guilty. He knew what he 

had done was dreadfully wrong and immoral and he knew he would pay. 

 When he first talked to Hester about whom the father might be he swore that he would find out 

and make him pay. “Believe me, Hester, there are few things, -whether in the outward world, or, to a 

certain depth, in the invisible sphere of thought, -few things hidden from the man who devotes himself 

earnestly and unreservedly to the solution of a mystery. Thou mayest conceal it, too, from the 

ministers…partner on the pedestal. But…I shall seek this man…sympathy that will make me conscious of 

him. I shall…unawares. Sooner or later, he must needs be mine!” (pg. 70). When he first saw Hester upon 

the scaffold he made it his responsibility to find out the fellow sinner and bring him to his own version of 

justice. 

 Arthur Dimmesdale, however, committed the greater sin because he was a priest, “a holy man” 

and he broke the vows he promised to obey. The people of the Puritan town believed that Arthur 

Dimmesdale was chosen by God to preach and to live by His word. The priest had a duty to represent the 

people and to be a good role model. Of course he was not expected to be perfect, but by their beliefs he 

was suppose to be close to flawless. A priest is supposed to be a representative of God's power and 

holiness, but one cannot show this if they are themselves stained with sin. 

 Hester’s defiance and pride, Dimmesdale’s guilt and lies, and Chillingworth’s vengeance with a 

harden heart; all sins. The novel The Scarlet Letter deals with the topic of sin in an unusual but realistic 

manner. It shows the typical triangle affair of love and all the pain involved. Even though written many 

years ago, the topic is still a possibility today. 

 

 

 

Still I Walk This Life 

Free-Write 2012 

 

Tingling void numb woeful sensation 

Empty abysmal thick of lost spirit 

Blanket of disappointment none security, 

Hope forsaken compassion forlorn 

Self gone, mine life not me. 

Strengths external impose predestined shame 

Tears script the tale of unjust bout 

Success my challenge stubborn I contest, 

Fate opposed is havoc breath 

Grave awaits, forget me not. 
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Is there an ultimate reality? If so, is it God or is it something else? 

Chinese Thought and Culture 2005 

 

 Humans are always searching for ways to be happy; never being content with what they have. 

Humans constantly wonder if there is something better than this moment; something better than this life. 

They question if there is a greater, or better, way of life. Is there an ultimate reality? There must be 

something beyond the reality of matter and energy that all humans have the potential to live in. 

 The world that humans live in is full of suffrage, pain, and greed. In comparison to the rest of the 

universe (at least, the known universe) humans are quite insignificant in existence. It is frightening to 

believe that this all life has to offer; such an immense waste of a great gift. Believed to be alone in the vast 

emptiness of time and space, humans are always questioning their existence and their death. For ages 

people have questioned, wondered, and searched for something beyond this reality. People seem to not 

want to except that this existence, this reality may be all that time has to offer. People believe that there 

must be a reason that reality is the way it is: full of greed, war, famine, and chaos. In the mind of humans 

there must be something greater, there must be something beyond this reality of grief and despairing time, 

and there must be a way to receive credit to live in that reality beyond. The reality beyond this one has 

been commonly called, the ultimate reality. One should not confuse this term with Utopia; even though the 

meanings are slightly different, they are different enough for speculation. 

 The main difference in the two terms, Utopia and ultimate reality is their place in existence. A 

Utopia is an ideal society; a place that could theoretically exist in this reality. The Webster’s Dictionary 

defines Utopia as “any ideal place or state, any visionary system of political or social perfection”. A Utopia 

defines the way a government or society should operate, in this reality in order to create a perfect way of 

living in this reality. It is a fantasy ideal that people want to be true, but very aware of its impossibility. This 

definition is close to the idea of an ultimate reality but its contradictions are great enough for mystery. An 

ultimate reality is not really based upon perfections and this reality; it is a reality of existence where one can 

truly feel happiness and know absolute truth, it is a way of existing in time that can not be justly defined by 

human language. Ultimate reality is the end of one existence, the end of this reality, and the beginning of a 

next; it is a reality that is actually beyond human nature and human understanding. If the dictionary would 

define ultimate reality it may be described as so: the most supreme of its kind or final something that exists 

independently of all other things and from which all other things derive (based upon combining the 

definitions of reality and ultimate). 

 An ultimate reality is the era of existence that is beyond mortal understanding, simply because we 

are currently incapable of existing in that reality; without significant change one could never feel the joys of 
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complete happiness and absolute truth. The dictionary does not even define the term “ultimate reality”. It 

may be because the term is judgmental; one could only define ultimate reality based upon societal, or 

individual, beliefs. Humans have asked the question for ages and will continue to question the existence of 

reality beyond this time. An answer may never be found, or it may have already been discovered. It may be 

that people blindly searching for the answer in the wrong places: science and the stars. Maybe the answer 

should only be answered from within. Or it could just be a matter that could never be solved. Is there an 

ultimate reality? Does it really exist or is it a joke that humans play upon their miserable hearts and soul. 

 Philosophical and religious scholars, throughout mortal existence, have tried to answer this 

question. Needless to say there have been many different responses. Based upon my requirements, my 

focus is on the philosophies of the Chinese compared with my own. The Chinese have been known for their 

in depth thoughts; it seems that all they do is think about existence and the universe. The two main Chinese 

philosophies of all time are Confucianism and Taoism. In both of these philosophies they speak about 

morality and the role of the human in society. Just the same, they have their own unique ideas about reality 

and the possibility of a beyond. 

 For the Confucian, there is no beyond, no ultimate reality; the entire philosophy is based upon how 

individuals relate their behavior and beliefs to existence. The sole concentration of Confucian philosophy is 

human-heartedness and righteousness; it is a philosophy about how people should try to better themselves 

for the sake of the society. Each person in a society has certain roles to dedicate themselves to: it does not 

matter which of the many paths one chooses, the individual must utilize their gifts for that particular path. A 

path could be that of a teacher, a father, or a farmer; if you are a teacher you must teach, if you are a 

father you must be a father, or if one is a farmer you must harvest the crops and etc. There is no single 

path; it is up to the individual to choose that path. The reason Confucian philosophy is such is because they 

believe that there is only the now. 

 There is no reality beyond this that humans could possibly exist in; there is only the now, so one 

must live by absolute virtues. A person must do their tasks righteously or there is no honor in what they do. 

The ideas of spirituality in Confucianism are not the same as if a Christian were to use the word. The spirit 

of a Confucian deals more with their ability to understand the Tao of life; the path taken and its 

responsibility. A good spirit means that a person did their tasks righteously and that they comprehended the 

greater oneness of their world. A bad spirit would mean that they worked for nothing, not for the 

betterment of the whole, and that they were not free from doubts. 

 The Confucians were actually content with the way reality operates. Their belief is that humans are 

born naturally good, but had the potential to be evil. The world is corrupt and chaotic because humans 

lacked the knowledge or capacity to live just. Humans must chose to live righteously if they want a 

righteous, and happy, world to live in. is the failure to comply with the right way of life that creates the 

suffering and pain. For the Confucian, there is no Supreme Being or natural flow that one should judge 
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themselves by; for the Confucian there is only their very own behavior and society that you could judge 

yourself by. 

 Taoist on the other hand has an idea of a transcendental existence; in sorts. Taoist believes that if 

one lives a life that follows “the Way” they could achieve god-hood. Not to say that they are gods, they 

consider a spirit to be a god because it is not mortal. The Taoist ultimate reality too is quite different than 

that of many religions. Taoist believes that people return to the non-Being of the universe in death. The 

non-Being of the universe can justly be explained by human tongue but ideally. The ultimate reality for a 

Taoist is the universe itself, or at least a part of the universe. The energy that has always flowed throughout 

space is the substance that combines all existence into oneness. When one lives behind the corrupt world, 

in death, their energy or life force returns to which it came. The way of the Taoist focuses on how one must 

try to understand that natural flow. 

 For the Taoist, one returns to the energy that connects all existence, but not all people understand 

that notion. For the Taoist there is only one path in life: the natural flow of nature is that path. Their entire 

philosophy is how an individual could reach complete happiness in this reality before returning to their 

natural palace in existence. The way to succeed complete happiness in this reality is by trying to live behind 

worldly things and follow the path that all travel. To understand the nature of existence is the complete 

happiness of an individual. The Taoist believes that each person has a natural role in society and they 

should not try to do any other, if they intend to be content with their life. A Taoists ultimate reality is 

basically the return to the non-Being; one’s life force returning to its natural place in the chain of the 

universe. For the Taoist, the universe is God. 

 There is no spiritual being in a different reality; that would imply personalization and a lost of 

individuality. Having God as a spiritual being or transcendental figure would imply that there is something 

outside the natural force of reality. Taoist believes that God has no form, no feature, and no name; for the 

Taoist, it is just there, beyond the naked eye, but not the comprehension of an individual. And one must 

apply their life to trying to understand that for true happiness. 

 My response to the idea of an ultimate reality might be quite controversial for some; whether than 

being a philosophy about life, like those of the Chinese beliefs mentioned above, my idea of an ultimate 

reality is greatly influenced by my faith or transcendentalist beliefs (not the religious sect of my faith). I 

personally do believe that there is something beyond this feudal reality, it just happens to be a 

transcendental plan of existence. My idea of an ultimate reality falls under the same definition that my faith 

has called “Heaven”. For my beliefs, the ultimate reality and the Christian Heaven are one in the same. I 

believe that once our shell (the body) perishes and is no longer useful in this reality (which I call the era of 

mortal existence) our true self (a soul or spirit) will go on and live in a place of splendor and true happiness 

among the spirits of creation and the absolute truth. It is true that it would be a perfect place, ideal in 

government and society, but it will not be a Utopia. To live in this ultimate reality one must transcend from 
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one existence to another, which could only be achieved through the death of the body. For the transfer, one 

must also find the correct path of existence, which for me is a belief. 

 Actually there is no correct path really. There is only a correct vehicle to take to get to Heaven; 

which is my ultimate reality. I believe that no matter what path, or paths, I take in life as long as I put Jesus 

Christ ahead of me, I will be honored with the transfer to the transcendental reality, my ultimate reality. It 

is true that there are certain things that I must accept or do in life so that I could achieve a higher standard 

of living. There are parts of my life that need to be changed in order to live a life in absolute truth and 

happiness. By Christian Law, or beliefs, one must unreservedly turn over their life to the influence of Jesus 

Christ which is the Son of God. In Christianity, Jesus Christ is the only child of the ruler of the ultimate 

reality: God or the alpha and the omega. Believing that Christ died on the cross, so that humans could be 

forgiven for their naturally sinful souls; believing that Christ is the child of God; and asking for His 

forgiveness for your personal wrongs are the three truths that enable a human to live in Heaven. Humans 

must accept the fact that they are naturally sinful, for the being that is absolute truth spoke it. To 

paraphrase a bible verse “for all man are filled with sin at birth, even though created in perfection. The sin 

of the first created has befallen man and that separates him from God and heaven. One must come to 

through the Son in order to come to the Father”. People must have and obey all these truths, which are the 

only standards, in order to transcend into the ultimate reality. It does not matter what kind of choices that I 

struggle with in life just as long as I keep my goal in sight, and the tasks I must achieve for that goal, I will 

reach ultimate reality in my next existence. For me, my faith is my Mahayana to ultimate reality. 

 Is there an ultimate reality? Based upon the philosophies researched in this essay, and my faith 

based beliefs, this may not be the most wise question that a human should ask. Maybe a better question 

that one should ask them self is: how does one achieve the honor, or pleasure, to live in an ultimate reality? 

The true answer is actually within, the essence of, all humans; one must find their path to find that answer. 

 

 

 

Safe 

Free-Write 2012 

 

Go numb, 

go numb go numb I beseech you 

go numb for there is no pain their. 

A haven of empty, alone your resolve 

no tears shed, no spirit needing repair. 

Wrap your self in the blessed warmth of vacant 

embrace the security of hollow. 

A friend to you is solitude 

for adoration is thy two-faced comfort. 

A fib divine, mortal never succeeding, 

deaden your essence to compassion 

and rebuke alluring devotion. 

Go numb, go numb go numb go numb 

for you are sheltered their.
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Untitled 

Free-Write 2012 

 

her gentle soft lips caressing 

exhaling lies my heart accepting 

 

inescapable rules her lips are crafting 

trustworthiness just the game teasing 

 

wondrous those lips are attention craving 

those broken disappointed now fading 

 

words unfurl from those lips pouting 

masking veracity vile doing 

 

venom pass tender lips spewing 

cruel world gazing chuckling 

 

content my cheek her lips are touching 

all the while my spirit breaking

 

 

 

Venting 

Montage 2006 

 

Freestyle to pad will change words believe that if I do this right though I’m just gonna leave the stage  

With your jaws to the floor no word no grin reason why I wanted to be last to show out  

This last track for first album this will be Poet Beat  

Yo’ I contemplated doing this five minutes ago 

But brought shame to the Snaptunez crew two weeks ago  

Like a scene from Eminem’s Lose Yourself Eight Mile  

Stepped up to the stage mic in hand ready to amaze and shock  
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Every word on mind I did remember but then a flaw  

Look into your eyes I’m like a caged bird for amusement  

Every syllable begin to slip from mind tongue not following  

The given flow beat right there heart pounding so worried  

What the hell for don’t want to be judged just want to flow  

I got something to prove now can’t get kicked out  

The band before it’s a band only a dream in the making  

The one I created Snaptunez from the cheese state  

Now spread across the Midwest friends parting separated  

No one in touch America done won don’t think so  

But I need to calm down getting too excited with no beat in background  

With mine eyes closed only way to be recited  

The freestyle repeated excessively in room  

Comfort no one around just me and the emotions just my soul heated  

Now back on stage must redeem myself prove something to myself  

This nigger ready for the world yes I put the “r” on it don’t like it  

Really don’t give a damn we all think it in the back of our mind  

Dark corners way we been raised pop culture legacy left for our children  

Stereotypes and prejudice all in all of us can’t deny just want this nigger to shut up  

But not happening not just yet still more to spill to release left for the children  

But it will be a brighter day for them kids my death for sure will achieve this  

But still need to let go and cool off ya’ll not ready for me the real me  

What a strange flow I have like poetry with anger  

Am I rapping a poem does it matter I’m rapping  

Better yet I’m flowing wait even better I’m snapping  

Given name the reason the group we all flow like we preaching  

Got a message and if you don’t hear it what a dense bitch you be  

Yea I cursed don’t like it but sometimes needed to explain  

True feelings emotions deep inside biting and clawing to get out  

Once again take a break before feelings get hurt I know they will  

But why should I care always setting aside self feelings emotions hot 

When I wanna blow up but I’m the nice guy always with an ear to listen  

Do you even care what I feel no don’t lie be honest  

I don’t even care sometimes its okay until over boiling they become so intriguing  

Life altering ready to pop carbonated drink shook up too much I be  

But still a nice phony that be me but friend’s words so wise  
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Even in sarcasm don’t be nice all the time what is the point so true  

Cuz you see the smile hear the jokes view the flirt some say even pervert  

That ain’t me just want you to like me but right now really don’t give a fuck  

Going to tell you what I be thinking feeling hoping and praying  

Treat ladies the way I do cause I see them for what they are  

Gifts from God angels goddesses each and every one a queen even the bitches  

This not a line something phony this be the way I was raised how I see creation  

Man alone cold with nothing woman enters life and now he has meaning  

Now a man physically more importantly mentally when only before a boy  

But subject matter too much for your ear we talk later when ya’ll ready  

Gonna let loose still not ready ya’ll be can’t be never will be just this yet  

I’m like Darth Vader join the dark side but not evil just one hundred eighty degree turn  

Just so much pain built under the bridge not always content  

Who could be not always joy if I blow though you wouldn’t understand  

Couldn’t comprehend not hold my hand lyrical atomic drop  

Hiroshima got nothing dog on me and true I drop lyrical bombs  

Generations from now young ones will feel my beat feel my feel  

But beast released hell my way unleashed it will be like a Hulk scene  

All destroyed before me fantasies and dreams your perception of me  

Hulk smash Hulk bash even now try to put that grin on your face  

Even though I’m venting don’t wanna break the smile on your face  

Ruin the mood you in good you feel bad I feel locked down no one see  

So I cool down take a breath heart heavy soul ripping could go on forever  

But I won’t keep you longer than must be I’m not the energizer bunny  

Don’t even worry breaking a sweat it’s almost over  

You not liking what you hearing don’t worry walk off the stage  

It won’t hurt me just fuel the fire burning within believe when I say  

No games I play did you even notice watch your tongues  

Call me out my name again I don’t play but Token’s okay  

To me means unique different outkast stand out from the bunch  

That’s who I be it’s alright by me I am whatever you say I am  

Don’t think so just stealing lines from a snappist name that you all know  

But any other comments about mister darkie or I can’t do this  

Can’t do that just because I’m black don’t care if grin on your face  

Jokes too far too many irritating too many burns faces believe it be worth it  

Standing up not taking it the shit you dishing anyone face full of knuckles  
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You meet my fist fist meet your face why so angry so much anguish building  

Cause I got so much to be sad about so much to be angry about I can be mad  

Only human we all are not always happy cooling down heating up all at once 

Talk about love what it be nothing but pain heartache  

Is it worth it every time yes but do I need it no be the answer  

Don’t want a lady that bad heart feel like crucified dagger at side  

How did Jesus do it not for me if I get that lonely I do have a friend  

Do have a hand if need be masturbating not me but hey always up for new thangs  

Heartbroken tear upon cheek left tears upon pillows punk ass sentimental  

Call me a weak bitch faggot heard it all before don’t phase me anymore break me  

Unless it strengthens me causes me to grow drop these bombs future hits  

Cause if crying makes me anything it makes me greater not lesser  

Remember God cried and Jesus wept so when tears fall I be like them  

Whole reason for faith I have be me I want you to see shone from me  

Cross around the neck not a fashion statement but a faith statement  

But still so much pain in life feel strife worry about a wife what for  

I got what I need just a little disturbed off balance finding my way  

Path chosen for me the one destined to be on venting soon to be over last verse coming  

Confusing just venting sister locked up best friends use to be we  

But selfish now is she only thinking about dick and self  

Leave bro behind alone but alright alone where I’m happiest most content  

Pen and pad comics stories poetry lyrics imagination running wild  

What to be happy about so much this nigger leave family legacy behind in the dirt memories  

Got to the school will get the degree and will use it from received till death do us part  

Such a loving mom and pops some times too much gotta make them proud  

They deserve it and so much better but all I can give right now success slightly  

Smiles on their faces all strife worth it the pain endured and enjoyed just for smiles  

Didn’t like what I did don’t like what I’m doing never again want to hear my flow  

Too different for you can’t stomach it did you get the meaning does it matter just venting  

Really don’t give a damn lick your lips then pucker up and kiss my brown ass 


